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ABSTRACT
Rumors of the demise of the hierarchical file system
namespace have been greatly exaggerated. While there
seems to be wide spread agreement that most users make
no use of the hierarchical name space, we continue to
use it both as the underlying storage structure and as the
default user interface. To compensate for this mismatch
between the native organization and the way users interact with their data, we have produced myriad search
tools atop the file system. This approach, however, has
some limitations. In particular, we focus on the absence
of generalized relationships as first class entities.
The hierarchical namespace elevates the contains relationship above all else. Applications elevate the was
created by me relationship. These are only two particular
relationships among many; items accessed around the
same time share a temporal relationship; attachments
to email messages share a relationship; a collection of
documents, email message, notes, etc. form another relationship. We claim that elevating arbitrary and generalized relationships as first class file system elements
provides a better user experience and leads to entirely
different implementation approach.

1

INTRODUCTION

The hierarchical model is deeply embedded in our fundamental precepts of data organization. Introduced in
Multics [16, 18], the authors describe the hierarchical
file system, but they also introduce links, suggesting an
imperfect model.
Almost all systems that followed Multics adopted the
hierarchical namespace, e.g., AT&T [75] and Digital [86].
Early UNIX work suggests limitations in the model; they
describe the importance of the permuted index server, a
program that constructed concordance databases of file
contents based upon keyword identification [75].
File systems, as implemented today consist of two
separate components: the data storage and the name
space [5, 6, 67, 80]. Data storage has evolved; gone are
the days when everything a programmer needed could
be stored on a single magnetic tape or named by the
numbers 1 to 2048 [47, 98]. In 1965, 1TB of data required

8.4 tons of hardware; in 2019, less than 50 grams of media and hardware are needed. In 2025, IDC estimates that
there will be 163 zettabytes (ZB) of data [74]. The namespace, however, remains fundamentally unchanged from
its conceptual beginnings in Multics; the namespace
need not be tightly coupled to the underlying storage,
although it frequently is [12, 17, 60].
The world wide web has shifted user expectations to
a search-based model [76]. Google revolutionized search
on the internet by leveraging metrics that exploit the inherent graph-structured nature of the web. Typical users
think of neither local data nor web data as hierarchical.
Some systems researchers may still employ the hierarchical mental model, but then use “sophisticated” tools,
such as find and grep„ to locate relevant information
in their own files — further evidence the file systems
namespace is insufficient.
This is a systems problem — not merely a Human Computer Interaction (HCI) problem — because the namespace belongs to the system. The system already maintains a limited set of relationships for files, we claim that
relationships are the foundation of a better namespace
model. When starting with relationships as first class objects, the system level design of the name space changes
dramatically.
Thus, we propose a file system that natively supports relationships as a fundamental feature. Note: the
question is not should we be managing relationships
— we already do — but what additional relationships
we should manage. The pure hierarchical structure is a
tree, which captures one primary relationship; when we
support an arbitrary number of equally important relationships, we move from a tree to a graph. This creates
questions we consider: 1) How do we best capture, store,
query, and manage such relationships, and 2) How do
we best present these relationships to users. The first
is a systems problem and the subject of the rest of this
paper. The second is an HCI problem — and one the
HCI community shows considerable interest in answering [14, 29, 30, 32, 34, 36–38, 40, 46, 54, 89, 91–94].

2

A MODEST PROPOSAL

Our proposed file system focuses on relationships between our files. We use an analogy between social graphs

and file systems to explore this approach. Facebook’s
graph is a collection of typed objects (e.g., users, actions,
places) and associations (e.g., friend, authored, tagged).
File system objects map to users and files; contains is,
perhaps, the only association captured in a file system.
For the rest of this discussion, we treat directories as the
embodiment of the contains relationship, not objects.
We consider two strawman implementations for elevating relationships to first class file system objects.

2.1

What about relationships? Is it appropriate to use one
persistent representation (e.g., a relational one) and a
second memory representation (e.g., a graph-structured
on) or should we use a single graph-structured representation both in persistent store and in-memory. We
propose the latter for two reasons. First, the rumored era
of non-volatile main memory seems to be around the
corner, so a modern file system design should embrace a
single representation. Second, while it is reasonable for
Facebook to construct the entire graph in a distributed
pool of main memory, file systems must work on a more
limited scale and therefore cannot ensure that the realized graph structure will fit in main memory.
As neither strawman design seems suitable for our
relationship-centric file system, we present a new model
and file system design.

File System as a Graph Database

In considering a graph based file system, first we consider implementing a file system in a graph database,
of which there are many (§4). Their primary focus is
the storage of graph-structured data. Our focus is in the
use of graph-structured data as critical meta-data inside
of a storage system. As such, there is a mismatch in
design targets between a file system and existing graph
databases: nodes in graph databases are small; nodes
in file systems are large. Graph databases tend to favor a navigation-based API; file systems need a point
query and search API. Graph databases assume that attributes and relationships are provided; file systems will
frequently derive attributes and relationships. These differences suggest to us that existing graph databases are
not suitable as the basis for file systems. Nonetheless,
we encourage others to consider such an arrangement,
should they have compelling reason to do so.

2.2

2.3

Graph FS Model

We set out a basic description of our core objects in Table
1 and a demonstrative set of example relationships in Table 2. We do not consider either of these to be exhaustive,
but rather propose them as an initial basis for discussion.
The presented model can encompass the functionality
of the existing hierarchical file system model.
Term
Definition
Uniquely identified storage unit
file
relationship
Directional file association
A binary attribute, e.g., executable
labels
Key/Value attribute
property
Table 1: Graph File Systems Terminology

File System as Social Network

Next, we consider implementing a file system in the
same way Facebook implements their social network
graph. Facebook’s original implementation stored the
social graph in MySQL, queried it from PHP, and cached
the results in memcache. More recently, Facebook introduced Tao, which is a service that more directly implements the fundamental objects and relationships that
comprise the social graph [10]. While Tao is specifically designed to support the widely distributed, replicated, and rapidly changing social network scenario, it
provides the starting point for conceptualizing a data
model premised on the primality of relationships. Tao
stores both objects and associations in a MySQL database and presents the graph abstraction via Association
and Query APIs in the caching layer. Is this a viable
structure for a file system?
Unlike objects in Facebook, files are large. Although
prior work has considered using relational database [68]
and other index-based structures [81] to store files, the
community seems to have concluded that such storage
is not ideal. We agree, suggesting that an RDBMS is not
the desired storage system.

Every file has a unique identifier, such as a UUID,
similar to an inode number or object ID. We do not rely
upon names as they are simply mutable properties.
Relationship Description
Similarity measure, e.g., [59]
similar
temporal relationship (e.g., versioning)
precedes
temporal relationship (e.g., versioning)
succeeds
directory/file relationship
contains
contained by directory/file relationship
derived from provenance (e.g., .o to .c)
Table 2: Graph File System Relationship Examples
A relationship is a directional association between two
files. We expect there to be far fewer relationships than
files, though many more instances of relationships (i.e.,
the number of edges in our graph exceeds the number
of vertices). Relationships may be either uni-directional
(e.g., derived from) or bi-directional (e.g., similar). Table
2

files by asking for all the vertices connected by a specific
relationship.
Where do relationships, labels, and properties come
from? We identify at least the following five sources:
1) the system itself will generate traditional attributes
(e.g., size, read time) and some relationships (e.g., contains); 2) tools that extract meta-data from different file
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Description
Insert new file into graph
Insert new edge into graph
Insert new labels
Insert new properties
Remove something from graph

Table 3: Graph File Systems Operations
Figure 1: Graph File System
types [8, 85] will produce more attributes; 3) applications will generate both attributes and relationships;
4) users may generate attributes and relationships, although history suggests that asking users to annotate
data is a losing proposition [84]; and 5) kernel extensions,
e.g., provenance tracking systems [72] will generate attributes and relationships.
Several interesting possibilities emerge from this design. Hard links are multiple name properties attached
to the same file, potentially in different namespaces. Soft
links are a relationship between two names. The system
can capture relationships that extend beyond the file
system. For example, the derived from relationship from
Table 2 might describe a file that came from a particular
email or web site.
Figure 1 provides a simplified visualization of our
graph file system model. Our inclusion of disjoint graphs
captures the notion that the system naturally supports
multiple namespaces, implemented as disconnected graph
components.

2 provides a set of sample relationships; the universe of
relationships is extensible. As in RDF, relationships are
triples: two files and the relationship.
As files have attributes in a conventional file system,
both files and relationships have attributes in a graph
file system. A label is a simple binary attribute (e.g.,
executable), while a property is an arbitrary name/value
pair, much like an extended attribute, but they are native
to the model, not an afterthought.

2.4

Interface

One of the lessons from Plan 9 is that everything can
be represented as a file [73]; we expect to continue with
this paradigm as it has served us well over the years.
While we generally think of files as a blob of persistent
data, in fact it is useful to think of them as abstract
generators of byte stream data. This fits well with our
model of separating namespace from storage; how the
storage providers return data to us is orthogonal to the
namespace we use to retrieve it. For example, the procfs
file system creates a synthetic namespace and supports
I/O operations for reading and modifying data contents
of the pseudo-files.
From the namespace perspective, our file system must
support operations that manipulate that namespace. This
includes the ability to create files, relationships, relationship instances between files, labels, and properties.
Similarly, we need the ability to remove each of these.
Our model is simple, yet powerful. It captures interesting concepts such as versioning, using relationships
such as precedes and succeeds, and provenance, using
relationships around derivation and use, and application specific relationships, such as indexes so a database
system can expose the relationship between its primary
data and the corresponding index files. Although relationships are binary, we can create clusters of related

2.5

Aspects of Implementation

In the absence of space to provide a full implementation, we offer a few strategies that make a graph file
system both feasible and novel. The underlying storage
structure for files is essentially an object store [21] and
attribute storage is largely a solved problem (although
the last time one of the authors said that, her colleague
disagreed [52]), so we focus on fast and efficient graph
storage and query.
Today’s systems either provide graph storage [61, 77,
97] or graph processing [26, 41, 45, 50, 66, 78, 82], but
a graph file system needs a high performance, spaceefficient, mutable and queryable native graph representation. We have found that mutable compressed sparse
3

row representations [48] meet all these requirements
(we used them as the query and storage mechanism in
the SHEEP graph partitioner [53]). Just as high performance key/value stores are considered reasonable implementation strategies for attribute storage and management in file systems, similarly efficient structures
supporting graph storage and management should be
adopted in file systems as well.

3

How does a graph file system then enable modern
search? First, support for a broad and extensible set of
attributes and relationships brings search engine technology to bear in the service of file systems. There is
some irony that the success of web search, and in particular the primacy of relationships in those algorithms [70],
has had virtually no impact on how we find our own local data. Second, the generalized graph structure, which
no longer elevates any single organzation gets rid of the
specific taxnomic order that HCI researchers determine
to be counterproductive. Third, although some degree
of temporal query is possible using find, its interface
is not especially accessible to the typical user, and it requires a series of manual operations to express natural
queries such as “Show me the documents I wrote last
summer after I got back from my Amazon rafting trip.”
Our goal is not to specify the entire range of searches
that can be realized, but rather to explore file system
structures that enable the creation and mining of relationships to help users to find relevant data.

SEARCH

The driving force behind our graph file system design is
to provide the infrastructure to make it easier for users
to find data. Users do not navigate to data, they search
for it, so we consider more effective search models to
further motivate the graph file system.
We observe that there are two different models of
“search”: application search and user search. Applications need to be able to open files quickly using a key.
For example, both NFS [79] and AFS [83] use the file system inode number as their mechanism for identifying the
specific file or directory being accessed, because it is fast,
avoiding a costly namespace traversal. Similarly, NTFS
supports the ability of applications to open a file by identifier [87]. They did this to support their implementation
of the Apple File Protocol (“service for Macintosh”) but
has subsequently been used for other uses. Indeed, it
has been further extended to permit files to be opened
by an application-defined identifier (a UUID); Microsoft
continues to support file IDs in ReFS [96]. The Google
File System [24] observation was similar: applications
can use keys to find their files.
Modern applications tend to either create files that
they use internally, often going to great lengths to hide
their location from the user; or maintain a list of recently
used items with a full path name, which breaks when
the path changes, even if the file did not change. A key
interface for applications better fits this usage model.
Thus, a “search by key” interface is sufficient.
The more challenging problem is user-focused search.
For human users, we want to enable a model like the
memex [11]: “A memex is a device in which an individual
stores all his books, records, and communications, and
which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with
exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate
supplement to his memory.”
The HCI community has a long history researching
more effective search, including such efforts as SIS [20]
and faceted search [7, 14, 30, 40, 89, 94]. Critical to this
work is the idea that search is most effective when not
bound to a specific taxonomic order — very much the
opposite of today’s hierarchical search model, which
enforces a rigid order on the structure of information.

4

RELATED WORK

The need for better name spaces in file systems is hardly
a new topic, with many solutions being proposed and
implemented over the years.
Search utilities are successors to the permuted index
program. They permit us to find files based on content
and attributes. MacOS X has spotlight, which provides
an extensible, index-driven search service [4]. Similarly,
Windows offer a similar extensible service [62]. These
enable searching based upon attributes, e.g., file suffix,
date, size, etc., and context-sensitive content, e.g., music
files by artist, composer, song title, or even rights, but
limited, if any, ability to search by relationship.
Tag Systems were an early approach to improving hierarchical file systems searchability [1–3, 13, 23, 35, 42, 43,
46, 64, 71, 90]. Automatic tagging systems have become a
more common approach here as manual tagging by users
has proven to be impractical [84, 85]. The addition of semantic information [3, 15, 19, 22, 25, 27, 28, 31, 35, 49, 55–
58, 65, 69, 71, 88, 95] is useful but falls short of addressing the fundamental need to understand data relationships, because like more conventional systems, these
semantically-aware approaches still focus on the file,
not on the relationships between the files. As such, they
are simply an add-on to the hierarchical model, not a
replacement for it. Such approaches can provide useful
functionality in our graph file system model as well. Indeed, we even pointed this out (perhaps subconsciously)
in prior work when we said “How many of them [files]
are related to each other?” [emphasis added] [80] .
4

efficiency as well as the benefits of not commingling the
private files of individual applications — but the hierarchical file system requires they be stored somewhere
within its domain. Applications routinely hide most of
their files in out of the way locations, as they are only
useful to the application itself. Thus we end up with
“System Volume Information” and “.ssh” and a myriad of
obscure locations where applications hide data from us.
This is a side effect of the name space model we have
used for the past 50 years.
Prior attempts to address this have done so within
the confines of a narrow perspective of what is needed
to fully enable the ability of us to find our data. The
HCI community have been poking at the edges of this
problem for decades as well — observing the frailties of
the hierarchical model and suggesting alternatives [3, 9,
29, 33, 39, 44, 51, 58, 64, 69, 92].
Our graph file system permits them to escape the
existing paradigm without giving up support of existing
applications.

Files are rich with relationships. However, these relationships are not limited to what the file system can
“see”. Narrowing our vision to the closed pool of file system relationships hobbles our ability to capture them.
For example, the obvious relationship between a file and
the e-mail from whence it originated is not exploitable in
any system of which we are aware. The academic papers
we generate refer to other papers. An enlightened document application would provide an identifier that can
be used to find the corresponding paper - a refers to relationship, whether on our local system or elsewhere. Of
course, in the current model, we likely can’t recall where
we stored it when we downloaded it. As we create new
works, we refer to older works — our own documents,
web pages, Jupyter notebooks, spreadsheets, pictures,
etc. Capturing these relationships permits us to reconstruct the process taken to produce an output. This is the
fundamental problem that the provenance community
has been addressing, but few systems [63, 72] demonstrate an understanding of the role our file systems play
in making this possible.
Versioning is a feature that continues to reappear in
various guises. This is simply one example of temporal locality; a relationship that we have not yet deeply
mined. While it is now common practice for individual
applications to “remember” the last few files you have
accessed, there are few cross-application examples. In
lieu of the right tools, users invent creative solutions.
For example, one of the authors attaches documents to
e-mail immediately after reviewing them specifically
to establish temporal relationship. The ability to establish temporal relationships across applications should
provide powerful capabilities.
We do not know which relationships are useful. One
of the hallmarks of good file systems design over the
decades has been not to impose a specific restricted
model on what files can be — we leave that to databases.
We do not intend to establish a definitive set of relationships any more than we focus on defining the structure
of file contents. However, we encourage others to explore this area, encourage best practices, and build tools
that produce and use such relationships, leaving the
storage and retrieval of relationships to the file system.
Much of the raw data that applications generate would
be better not injected into the hierarchical name space:
the location of our personal email database, financial
software files, binaries, temporary files, etc. Their presence in the name space clutter it and make our existing
brute force search slower yet no more useful.
Application programs benefit being unfettered from
the hierarchical name space [24], both in terms of their

5

CONCLUSION

Hierarchical file systems have served us far longer than
we had any right to expect over the past half century,
but the need to find and realize a new paradigm becomes
more critical each minute we spend searching for that
elusive document. To date, our model for coping with
this lack of usability has been to ignore the file system
namespace entirely — is there any more strident statement as to the model’s inadequacy than irrelevance?
There is a place for a modern file system name space
in systems; we do not need to abrogate our responsibility
to provide this traditional service by relying upon our
programs and users to compensate for our dereliction
of responsibility. The graph file system is one approach
to address these concerns in a novel way; we claim that
it better achieves the goals that have been set forth over
the years by clearly identifying the missing element in
prior proposals: capturing and exploiting data relationships. This is not so much a bold new model as it is a realization that our existing model is constrained, and we
can better achieve our goals by using the time-honored
systems tradition of relaxing constraints to achieve improved levels of functionality. By elevating arbitrary
and generalized relationships as first class file system
elements, we can provide a better user experience.
Some will avoid this work, because it touches upon the
unpredictable and messy area of human users. However,
it is time to realize that our systems are no longer our
personal playground, but a critical service to humanity.

5
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